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Vision
We envisage a socially just and humanized society where 

-
zation on th

Mission

-
tives at the grassroots level.

Goals

To promote sustainable development initiatives at vari-

To undertake capacity development initiatives with 

To build strategic alliances with other voluntary organi-
-

To develop an alternative database through research 
and docu

support local initiatives.

Laya is legally registered under the Socie-

to be registered under the Andhra Pradesh 
-

der the Foreign Contribution Regulation Act 
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The last 5 years saw a deepening and 

those areas that we had been working 

-
tive initiatives.

decentralised renewable energy options and our 

-

-

related to legal administrative mechanisms at the 

-
-
-

more than 100 Community Based Organisations 
who in turn were engaged in 1120 villages across 

-

The Herbal Based Community Health Care Unit’s 
-
-

-

gardens to promote plant varieties necessary to 
produce medicine. Perhaps the best achievement 

which now dispenses herbal medicines in the lo-
cal market.

-

a business approach to our interventions and de-

on the rich natural resource availability in the lo-

systems that we have been promoting. 

Unit’s involvement in 2011-2012 reached out to 

key objective was to undertake and demonstrate 
sustainable agriculture initiatives. New initiatives 

-
-

-
cess.  This unit was also supported by the Science 

action research initiatives.

-

only in taking up village and household based 

the community level but also in up-scaling access 

-

Word from the Executive Director...
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Dr. Nafisa Goga D’Souza
Executive Director, Laya

-

-
ket instruments to stabilise emission levels. 

Besides the multiple networking initiatives at the 
-

Indian Network on Ethics and Climate Change 

-
-
-

-

-

-
roots.

The successes were many at the programmatic 
level but so were the challenges at the institu-
tional level.

to develop ways by which we are able to sus-

run. No doubt that there is a resource crunch 

partners withdrew due to policy 
changes at their end. As India is 
beginning to be perceived as a 
so called ‘emerging nation’ sev-
eral countries among the devel-
oped nations have concluded 
that the ‘marginalised’ in India 
do not deserve the same atten-
tion as those in Least Developed 

-

 
-

-

a way that does not compromise Laya’s integrity 
and key objectives. Our introspection has led us 
to deliberate on developing a social entrepreneur-

mobilizing and management have to undergo 

term sustainability.

-

completion we are relieved that we will no longer 

structure will provide.

-

who have supported and stood 
by us in our long and adventur-

we have learnt so much….
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-

this region is displacement and land alienation. The region’s 

-

-

Mahatma Gandhi National Rural 
Employment Guarantee Act 
(MGNREGA), 2005

government with the tremendou

-

-

works like soil and moisture conservation measures. How-

-

empowering the community. 

 

-

sponded highlighting the loopholes in the policy and suggest-

-

-

Context and Evolution
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-

district. 

Forest Rights Recognition Act 
(FRRA), 2006
This is a central legislation intended to recognize the entitle-

claims were recommended to the District Level Commit-

-

-

-

menting the Forest Rights Recognition Act.  

-

tween the Forest and Revenue Departments and claims 

-

Panchayat Raj Institutions

-

-

no consensus among the interrelated departments. 

level to take up this issue. The state government was going 

ahead with all its ‘developmental’ projects without heeding 

the provisions under PESA Act. It did not take the gram sab-
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undermining the constitutional Panchayat Raj Institutions. 

-

-

-

the PESA Act. 

-

ing the target communities in recognizing the important 

in the local governance process. We are involved in this 

process through the multiple grassroots networks that we 

relate with. 

Threat of Displacement by  
Polavaram Dam

-

which has resulted in a committee being constituted to look 

Act in the proposed submergence villages has started acquir-

-

-

ing in the submergence villages and empowering the adivasi 

State Government’s MOU with the 
World Bank on Water Issues

-

17000 crores to reconstruct old check dams and propose new 

-

Skill-based Training for Tribal Youth 
by the Government

-

-

-

one hand to critique government policy on youth employment 
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Elephant Sanctuary and Displace-
ment of Tribal Families

-

been declared as an elephant protection zone. The Ministry 

-

-

-

issue. The adivasi communities and also political parties op-

-

ment withdrew its plan. 

Bauxite Mining in Scheduled Areas 

-

-

-

private companies in 2007. 

Jindal and Ras-Alkhaima groups have entered into an agree-

relation to mining in the Scheduled Areas. The State claims 

owned Andhra Pradesh Mineral Development Corporation 

-

tribals in our work area is real as the neo-liberal policy is keen 

the project.

Tracking Tribal Sub-Plan Budget

-

-
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TSP strategy in the State. 

Climate Change and its implications 
at the Grassroots

most those who are marginalized and have least contributed 

has its implications at the grassroots level both in relation 

-

stream climate change into the development agenda. 

-

level we have been creatively relating to both mitigation and 

centric ‘Clean Development Mechanisms’ by collaborating with 

the ‘Fair Climate Network’ and through taking up decentral-

-

-

ability assessment study was undertaken in Pathakota and 

district with a view to develop an adaptation strategy around 

energy based clusters. 

We have also been participating in advocacy initiatives at the 

-

dia has come with a National Action Plan on Climate Change 

towards voluntarily reducing emissions. Together with the 

the various ecosystems on the marginalised were organised 

this opportunity to share its work through a kiosk at the COPs 

snippets and on-line communication. 
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Laya has been involved in addressing land alienation and hu-

man rights issues since its inception. Human rights are basic 

-

is closely interlinked to their dependence on and the sustain-

their livelihood which is symbiotic to their identity as an ethnic 

Laya’s work related to Land Alienation and Human Rights is 

an autonomous unit. RLA Unit has adopted a multi-pronged 

-

davari and Khammam.

The strategies adopted include

Facilitating  access to justice through legal and other ad-

Empowering  adivasi communities through awareness and 

Accessing the legal system and  
other advocacy measures

-

-

Lands restored to adivasis  

Though legal advocacy as well as ‘alternative dispute resolu-

-

acres. 

Legal advocacy

Year Cases 
taken up

Successful 
cases

Extent repossessed 
by tribal families 

(Ac)

11

2010-2011 124 21

2011-2012 274

2007-2012 1176 213 1669

 

Alternative dispute resolution

Year Cases 
taken up

Successful 
cases

Extent 
repossessed by 

tribal families(Ac)

151

712

2010-2011

2011-2012 427 201

2007-2012 2794 900 5811

 

Policy advocacy measures

Land Alienation and Human Rights
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give licenses to run liquor shops in the Scheduled Areas. This 

is against the PESA Act and attempts to override the powers 

-

-

Made representations to State Human Rights Commission 

-

-

Agency areas to deal with civil matters in the Supreme Court 

-

communities and the procedures relatively simple. The High 

Power Committee accepted our contention in the Supreme 

-

cy Courts. 

-

in order to empower the gram sabhas with authority to take 

the Scheduled Areas.

Empowering adivasi communities

Legal Education Programmes catered mainly to the youth 

-

in which the RLA Unit reached out to 7720 tribals including 

Legal Awareness Camps were conducted in villages to in-

Legal Advisory Camps were periodically held mainly on 

-

Campaign for Panchayat Extension to 
Scheduled Areas (PESA) Act, 1996

After continued advocacy by Laya and other civil soci-
ety organisations for framing of rules under PESA Act 
1996, Government has come out with the Rules in Feb-
ruary 2011. As a part of the campaign several meetings 
were held, memoranda submitted to Integrated Tribal De-
velopment Agencies (ITDAs) of East and West Godavari, 
Visakhapatnam and Khammam districts. Pamphlets were 
distributed to create awareness among the Adivasi com-
munities.  RLA was invited for discussion on draft Rules 

-
sory Council meeting for approval. Finally, the Rules were 

2011. 

We have been involved using the PESA Act to empower 
the gram sabha and functional committees for effective 
local governance and in developing micro level plans in 
selected panchayats to realise the right to development 
through more democratic involvement of adivasi commu-
nities.

Raising awareness of the PESA  Act
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counselling tribals on legal and administration matters were 

land rights in which 202 members attended.

Advocacy for socio economic  
entitlements

The RLA Unit has been involved in developing an alternative 

-

Access to land rights

-

-

-

-

under adivasi occupation was collected and representations 

at Eluru. 

Social security schemes/local governance issues

-

-

-

-

-

-
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-

-

The RLA Unit has also worked in bringing dropout children 

-

lages. 

Drinking water

-

Health 

physically challenged persons based on a survey carried out in 

Representations were made to Integrated Child Develop-

to raise awareness and monitor their rights based on a survey 

-

Women’s rights

and Khammam districts. Legal support in seeking monthly 

maintenance by adivasi women neglected by their spouses 

children. The RLA Unit interacted with the Mothers Committee 

-

derabad against atrocities on girl students.

Housing rights

A media campaign and a representation was made to the 
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-

Emergence of groups/networks to 
advocate the rights of tribals

-

grassroots level as well as promote networking relationships 

with civil society representatives at the local and State level.

Paralegal training

-

-

-

-

-

activists. 

Resource material generation 

-

-

-

-

-

Developed course material on Tribal Land and Livelihoods 

-

-
nator at State level

Functionaries at various  Training Programs conducted by 

-

-

Workshop on implementation of TSP 
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Our main objective in improving sustainable productivity 

secure’ and have basic livelihood security.

that the challenge in responding to the livelihood security 

District Mandal Panchayats No of Villages No of 
households

V
is

ak
ha

pa
tn

am

Peddabayalu
Aradikota

50

Paderu 22 750

Hukumpeta 10 154

Ea
st

 G
od

av
ar

i

Addateegala 44 1200

Y. Ramavaram 1450

4

Rajavomangi 12

7 mandals

Key locations of NRM Unit’s involvement in 2011-2012

Natural Resource Management
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When the harvest season is over the farmers of Kaguvalasa, 
Eguvabadama, Nimmagunta and Pandigunta villages gen-
erally migrate to other districts for work on constructions, 
road building works, etc. In 2009, the NRM Unit initiated 
watershed treatment works in these villages on the farmers’ 
own lands. This engagement enhanced the crop productiv-
ity as well as created an opportunity of gainful engagement. 
This stemmed the migration to faraway places, where the 

problems and callous attitude of contractors who often did 
not pay them their the wages regularly. The NRM Unit’s 
intervention was timely creating an opportunity to the fami-
lies to cultivate their lands in time. They appreciated being 
in their own habitats with their families. The learning from 
this experience reveals that viable options in their own habi-
tats prevents seasonal migration and enhances the quality of 
life of the inhabitants, who are otherwise pushed out  due 
to lack of adequate economic choices in their struggle for 
survival.

Case example - Work Opportunity 
in Aradikota Panchayat Stems 
Seasonal Migration

Sustainable agriculture initiatives  
 

-

ed land development under MGNREGA

-

was promoted in 500 

 

 

Mixed cropping was promoted by planting a combination 

 

 

Vegetable cultivation 

Homesteads
and traditional but economically viable species 

kitchen gardens were promoted with 

women involvement by providing vegetables seeds’ mini kits 

year. 

Horticulture plantations like cashew and mango were 

 

NTFP initiatives
Developed training material and provided skill based 
training for 170 NTFP collectors

collectives were conducted in Peddakodapalli and Dalipadu 

Panchayats. The outcome in Peddakodapalli panchayat was 

broom grass plantation

Monitored agro-forestry model of seed dibbling in 4 

Aradikota
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Ac in Peddakodapalli Panchayat. Plants are growing well with 

relevant protection by the community resulting in a good 

NTFP species were strategically promoted by linking up with 

karaya were planted in 4 clusters in Paderu area with the aim 

Water related initiatives 

pisciculture has been promoted. 

Tunikelapadu.  

Special programmes for single 
women

last three years. Demonstrative initiatives were undertaken 

villages on crop selection linked with nutritional needs by pro-

-

-

their respective groups. 

Accompaniment of community 
based organizations and people’s  
institutions
 

-

-

-

nam district. 

Capacity building

Leveraged schemes for tribal farm-
ers from government departments

departments. It has developed working relationship with the 

1. Horticulture plantations such as mango and cashew 

Clean drinking water at Mulagalapudi 
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2. 

4. 

5. 

7. 

to access government subsidy schemes and land 

mandals.

Low carbon farming initiatives

Laya as a lead organisation in collaboration with a national 

has been developed. Awareness meetings in 120 villages 

were organised. 
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The Science and Technology Desk has played a role in re-

searching and developing innovative methodologies to im-

-

played a supportive role to the Natural Resource Management 

-

mote action research initiatives.

Broom grass on degraded forest lands

-

-

-

conducted on knowledge sharing among broom grass cultiva-

-

lands and on value addition to broom sticks. Weaving broom 

-

-

ing habitations.  

Organic agriculture

Nurseries were raised and distributed in targeted villages 

-

-

-

-

-

was demonstrated.    

-

-

-

highlighted. About 400 varieties crops were demonstrated 

Promotion of local crop diversity

-

-

-

with community participation. Communities were encouraged 

to maintain prevailing crop diversity in the region.       

Documentation of wild tubers

-

ing methods were initiated through a participatory approach.

Field team orientation programs were conducted on natural 

-

sues in order to sharpen the perspectives at the grassroots 

level. 

Science and Technology: Action Research Initiatives

Standardised agronomic practices for 
broom grass were disseminated
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have seen a decline in the overall health situation. People in 

-

and jaundice. Malarial deaths during the monsoon season are 

not uncommon. 

Access to mainstream health care in these areas is limited. 

The government has not allocated adequate resources to ca-

ter to the basic health needs. Epidemic diseases have been 

-

vasi communities inhabiting these areas are without proper 

-

tion and thus vulnerable to disease. 

-

knowledge and resources. Consequently this has led to the 

-

vailing local herbal-based knowledge systems that could ma-

terialize in community based health care practices that would 

-

ditional medicinal knowledge systems within the community 

and its legitimacy in the region. What began as a process to 

study and revitalize traditional knowledge systems has devel-

oped into our Herbal Based Community Health Care Unit. In 

the adivasi community based on traditional health practices 

community health practitioners.

was built to lend visibility to traditional adivasi medicine 

whose legitimacy in practice was being questioned by the 

mainstream so called modern medicinal system. The purpose 

-

Promotion of health care at local level

Regular Health Camps are organized at the weekly mar-

-

through herbal medicine.   

Community Health Centres are located in the village where 

they serve as nodal health centres run by Community Health 

Traditional Health Centres operate in the same manner as the 

-

THP Federation.  

Treatment details from April 
2007 to March 2012

Male Female Total

Community 
Health 
Centres 
(CHC)

50 CHCs  
provide health 
care in 150 
villages

17205

Regular 
Health Camps 
(RHC)

Regular health 
camps on 
weekly market 
days in 5 
centers 

Special (need 
based) Health 
Camps

Health camps 
in 2 districts  

Treatment 
provided in 
Vanantharam

Total 31728 28485 60213

Herbal Based Community Health Care
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Promotion of herbal gardens

2 mother herbal gardens have been constantly upgraded and 

-

-

demonstration. 

-

gardens and interested individuals. 

-

-

-

-

Responded to the special needs of 
adivasi women

-

-

-

titioners in being able to treat gynaecological problems. To 

-

moted and 10 workshops have been organised on women’s 

health related issues. 

Sensitized tribal community on HIV/
AIDS

The objective is to create awareness among students and the 

-

-

tional AIDs day was also celebrated by conducting a rally in 

-

ness.     

Skill upgradation training for Com-
munity Health Practitioners (CHPs)

A community health practitioner is someone who practices 

where mainstream healthcare is inaccessible. The Herbal 

Based Community Health Unit works with the community 

health practitioners and conducts regular trainings and skill-

upgradation to enhance their knowledge and practice. 

Vanantharam, Addateegala

Meeting on herbal based community health care
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-

-

Intensive training on herbal medi-
cine preparation and healing for 
youth

-

-

munity Health Practitioners providing health care in their re-

spective villages at a reasonable cost. The course is split into 

one central program. The curriculum comprises understand-

-

-

preparation instruments are presented to the trainees to en-

health practitioners. 

Skill upgradation training for Tradi-
tional Health Practitioners (THPs)

Herbal Based Community Health Care Unit has initiated train-

-

edge. We have been working with them to upgrade their 

knowledge and skills as well as address issues that arise dur-

-

Accompanying traditional health 
practitioners network

The Herbal based Community Health Care Unit sees its role to 

accompany the THP network to strengthen traditional healing 

-

provide  training on how to raise herbal gardens near the 

-

-

sakhapatnam to 115 members. The local demonstrations by 

Conducted 2-day ‘Herbal Melas’ in 
Vanantharam, East Godavari district 

-

-

-

people. 

Vanantharam pharmacy

-

eases. The medicines are supplied to the Community Health 

-

ucts are produced and marketed in bulk. 

Training on herbal medicine preparation in process
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ability to access and utilize resources to improve their live-

accessible viable alternatives available to the adivasis. The 

generation activities and cultural constraints has also aggra-

-

-

-

-

tions and business enterprises as mutually aided cooperative 

-

tives. 

Accompanied savings and credit in-
stitutions in our working areas

-

institution. Hence meetings were conducted with the bankers 

and Board members and the savings and loan patterns were 

gaps in the saving processes as well in loan repayment meas-

Hence it was decided to undertake a comprehensive internal 

-

Two other MACS have subsequently been established in 

-

-

women members by involvement in local decision making and 

During the last 5 years Laya undertook several activities to 

develop in house perspective and capacities in promoting en-

Generated database to understand 
local market dynamics 

-

-

products through value addition.  

Micro-credit and Micro-enterprise
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Village based sample surveys

-

-

vey revealed that the adivasi communities are not accustomed 

to sell wholesale to local non-adivasi traders. Most shops are 

-

sakhapatnam districts. 

Study of 10 village markets 

-

-

adivasi. 

Local initiatives for entrepreneurial 
development

Facilitated value addition on select NTFP and agriculture 

Provided cashew nuts processing training to 25 tribal 

Facilitated 50 single women in taking up entrepreneurial 

-

Strengthened producer centred marketing practices and 

and promoting outlets at shandy points. 

Capacity building for SHG members 
to access markets

-

-

ing marketing practices outside the Scheduled Areas.

Organized visit to the Regional Agriculture Research Sta-

In the adivasi area of the East Godavari district two Mu-
tually Aided Cooperative Societies (MACS) have been 
established; Manyaseema MACS in Addateegala and Bod-
dagandi MACS in Y. Ramavaram Mandal.  Both are regis-
tered under the Mutually Aided Cooperative Societies Act, 
1995.  The two MACS were linked for the marketing of hill 
brooms in the area.  Hill brooms are abundantly available 
in the Mangampadu area where the adivasis were selling 
the product at Rs 10/-to 14/- each.  With the marketing link-
age in place, Boddagandi MACS purchased the brooms at 
a higher price of Rs 16/-to 17/- from the locals. This was 
supplied to Manyaseema MACS (located 180 km away) at 
the rate Rs 17/- to Rs 18/-. Manyaseema MACS sold the 
brooms at a local market in Addateegala at the rate of Rs 
25/-. This linkage provided an improved source of income 
for the two MACs.

Case example - Extending 
market linkages
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-

-

the barter system practiced and general understanding 

Promoted MACS to play a social em-
powerment role in their working ar-
eas

-

tively involved in the social empowerment process and 

-

-

to provide a village level ration shop in Doramamidi vil-

-

-

Department took necessary action against this institution. 

Collaborative micro enterprise initi-
atives with EarthCare Designs

EarthCare Designs a Nashik-based design organization has 

been collaborating with Laya to design need-based technolo-

were held to discuss the concept and activities that could be 

organized. 

the adivasi communities through structured learning process 

and other opportunities to empower the adivasi community 

-

Laya in collabo-
ration with EarthCare Designs initiated the following 
activities: 

Exploration of livelihoods that would suit the needs of 
the adivasi community: In the discussion with EarthCare 

and bamboo. Several products were created by the youth who 

Exploration in designing simple technologies that 
work on renewable energy and are relevant to the 
adivasi conditions: -

-

-

-

type working model was constructed at Addateegala and its 

the cashew processing which involved several tasks like raw 

and baking and husking. Later the same process was repeat-

-

Designing skills-based workshops on making products 
from waste material: 

-

Setting up Entrepreneurship Centre at Addateegala: 

-

install the machinery at Addateegala. These machines were 

Discussions were also held with the Laya team about the set-

 

The interest shown by the youth in both the cashew process-

centre is in the right direction.  
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-

-

overall perspective is to promote value based leadership po-

tential among adivasi youth in the region. 

Orientation and issue based 
workshops

-

-

 

-

-

cal communities and sustainable development was held with 

-

tricts 

Value based leadership

Short-term intensive training programs were conducted in col-

-

-

munity. 

Youth and Women Empowerment

S. No Total Outreach Male Female

1 Orientation and awareness meetings 1020

2 Issue based workshops 240 52

Climate Change education

4 CBO Capacity building and monitoring process 55

5

245 150

7

Farmers Literacy program 40

52 77

10 57 127

11 Fellows 50

12 Model Panchayat 1200

Livelihood alternatives 120

14 22000

15

Key interventions and outreach
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CBO capacity building process 

CBO network at district levels: To strengthen the district 

CBOs to enable an immediate response to the human rights 

violation in the area and to respond collectively to broader 

-

involvement on common issues. 

CBO Federation across 6 districts: Periodic CBO Federa-

tion core group meetings were organized to strengthen the 

network to collectively respond to macro issues. The key issues 

-

-

Promotion of women’s leadership

panchayats and 4 mandal level meetings were organized to 

women in the region to discuss their issues and strategies. 

village issues through the network was seen in the region. 

women with leadership potential and 2 Women’s CBOs on 

women’s issues and rights. The training process involved a 

-

-

with the the women’s groups to sustain their motivation.  Dur-

-

women to assume leadership roles at the grassroots were de-

liberated. 

Alternative education

-

primary books in Savara language and writing short stories 

part-time teachers in the government primary schools. This 

own mother tongue has helped children to assimilate better 

in mainstream secondary level in schools.

Literacy for leadership

Women’s literacy program

Four ten-day Crash Literacy Programmes were organized at 

Yuva Chetna Vedika CBO
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education were designed to create awareness on issues which 

them are now equipped with rudimentary literacy skills and 

are able to sign their bank accounts and monitor their bal-

Farmers literacy programme

-

-

Village level literacy initiatives

-

izing night classes with village communities were undertaken 

programmes. 

Fellowships and support to CBOs 

-

-

ance and sustainable development through the development 

youth development. 

-

Promotion of ‘model panchayats’ 

The ‘Parichay’ Unit has been collaborating with CBOs in pro-

-

-

leadership positions. There has been a visible change in the 

-

-

committees active. 

Promotion of livelihood alternatives 

Literacy programme in progress

Meeting at Jalampalli with Yuva Chetana Vedika
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-

Campaigns

By 2012 we have reached out to 22000 young adivasi men 

-

-

-

to pressurize the decision makers at the local level.

Coalition process

-

-

Timbuktu Collective is based.  Parichay reached out to youth 

centres undertaking common collaborative initiative between 

the centres on common concerns.

-

-

mandals.  Yuvatha has been concentrating on three mandals 

in Anantapur district. 

livelihood and Climate change. The coalition organized a state 

to organize local meetings with youth in the respective cen-

across all the centres. The coalition also organized as com-

mon activities around the theme ‘Youth and Climate Change’   

in respective centres to create awareness across the working 

Celebrating World Indegenous Day
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involvement in this area. The Alternative Energy and Climate 

decentralised energy options at the grassroots. This initiative 

-

graphically remote regions. 

Exploring community based CDM 
projects: pro-poor clean develop-
ment mechanisms

A micro study that we conducted on Clean Development 

Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh. This initiative provided us the 

Laya Paderu Micro Scale Gold Standard VER Project

and potential to upscale improved stoves was immense. Hence 

We developed linkages with premier technological institutions 

-

-

-

-

ment Projects’. The project has been registered under the 

micro scheme’. The Emission Reduction Purchase Agreement 

 

Laya Surakshana Gold standard VER project

-

a drinking water project through carbon credits. In January 

contamination in open wells and streams.

The technology solution suggested were Bio-Sand Filters 

-

-

Pilot on ‘Adaptation’ 

by climate change. The key objective was to assess and un-

impacted communities. This entailed community perceptions 

vulnerability assessment study provided detailed insights into 

Alternative Energy and Climate Change
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-

-

nisms. 

Decentralized energy clusters

technologies and adaptation practices in geographically con-

Pathakota cluster

-

the hills. The average land holding per household is as high 

-

-

chayat. These initiatives have succeeded in bringing greater 

access to lighting and other basic energy needs. The energy 

to women besides reducing their drudgery in carrying large 

-

-

-

-

vation relevant to Pathakota  Cluster.

Bonjangi cluster

-

low crop yields but with a reasonably good crop diversity. The 

household.

-

-

-

Microhydro being operated in Pathakota

Smokeless Sarala Stove
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skills on Sarala stove building. There was proactive involve-

-

ticipated during the stove demonstration. The local women 

the programme. The master trainers had been trained by the 

-

completed in December 2010. 

The adaptive measures undertaken in this cluster included 

-

Munagalapudi cluster

-

-

Biofuels

-

-

-

various strategic locations within village communities.

level

-

-

regular power cuts. This intervention also serves as a model 

our electricity requirements including computer usage. 

Solar panels at Vanantharam

Firewood is reduced with the use of the smokeless stove. 
The chimney reduces the smoke in the kitchen.  
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-

-

mentation. Through the years we have been able to develop 

and designing appropriate strategies and on the other enables 

-

converge on major policy issues related to adivasis.

-

-

-

include alternative education programs in tribal residential 

-

Periodicals

‘Mannemlo’ is a quarterly Telugu periodical in circulation since 

civil society representatives.

-

‘Eco-ethic’ is an English periodical that covers issues related to 

ethics and climate change that has an all India outreach. The 

idea behind ‘eco-ethic’ is to create awareness among develop-

-

ing on this issue nationally and internationally. 

thematic areas such as reclaiming development in the climate 

Alternative Data Generation

Training for Personality Development
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Publications: 2007-2012

Tribal Identity, Law and Human Rights: Contributions by P. Trinadh Rao, Resource for Legal Action

01

02 8

03

04 -

05

06

07

08

09

Climate Crisis and Renewable/Decentralized Energy Options produced by the Laya-INECC Team

10

11

12

13

14

15
-

Displacement

16

17

Community Health Care

18

19
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Sustainable Resource Management

20 -

21

Women

22

Reports

23

Articles for national/international readership

P. Trinadh Rao

Indian Journal of Social 
Work

-

Dominic D’Souza
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Ajita Tiwari

Siddharth D’Souza

Films

Films by Laya

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08 minutes

09

10

11

12
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13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34
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35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

The  team on their way to conduct the Vulnerability Assessment of the forest ecosystem
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-

-

 

Indian Network on Ethics and Cli-
mate Change (INECC)

-

practitioners who saw the link between the climate change 

social justice. INECC’s outreach is about 150 organisations 

based in various locations in the country. Laya has been one 

Secretariat. 

majority on climate change and sustainable development to 

1. Engaging with policy dialogue and advocacy at various lev-

-

-

in development processes. This translates into action research 

climate change related education at various levels is being 

-

-

-

Basic and Adult Education (ASPBAE) 

-

organisations and individuals. It works towards promoting 

-

groups and institutions in holding governments and the inter-

national donor community accountable in meeting education 

targets and commitments.

Networking and Advocacy

INECC at the Copenhagen COP
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Uphold education as an empowering tool to combat pov-

-

-

Fair Climate Network (FCN) and the 
Formation of the 3rd FCN  Low Car-
bon Farming (LCF) Coalition 

The Fair Climate Network comprises more than 100 per-

-

members who participate in their individual capacity. FCN’s 

-

-

-

tural practices.

-

vides cutting edge science needed to calculate carbon emis-

Pro-poor CDM: Low carbon farming
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Laya is legally registered under the Societies’ Registration 

-

-

-

proach has been developed in the programme involvements. 

problems addressed. The unit approach has helped to decen-

and administrative matters and collaborate through organic 

systems within the organization. There have been several dis-

through a network with CBOs and collaborative relationships 

Organizational Systems

at the unit levels. It is envisaged that some units will emerge 

eventually as autonomous organisations in time and Laya Re-

which are updated as per need. 

Strategy, Review and Planning Meet-
ings

-

-

policy changes in Laya to sustainability through the perspec-

Gender at Work

Work’ was developed in a workshop in 2010. The units were 

represented by the coordinators and some key members. 

Governance and Management

WHAT ARE WE TRYING TO CHANGE

Individual 
Change

Informal

Formal

Women’s 
and men’s 
consciousness

norms and 

practices

Formal 

Institutional 
change

Womens 
access to 
resources
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-

nary sessions.

-

-

also shared with them. 

-

-

by the units during the accompanying process.

a positive step towards integrating gender sensitivity in the 

Governance

-

-

-

-

matters put up by the Board.

General Body

-

-

-

-

Board of Management
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1 TET 
7% 

2 EED 
8% 

3 Misereor 
8% 

4 Others 
8% 

5 OA 
8% 

6 Cordaid  
13% 

7 KZE 
22% 

8 ICCO 
26% 

Receipts from Key Support Agencies   

Receipts from Key Support Agencies 

S.No Projects
Receipts 

(Rs In Million) Percentage

1 TET

2 EED 11.77

Misereor 12.12

4 Others

5 OA

Cordaid 20.47

7 KZE

ICCO

  

Financial Management

-

and planning has developed as we have had to take up ad-

-

registered under the Societies Registration act and the For-

submit our audited statements in time and in order.

-

List of Support Agencies 
 

1. 

2. 

4. 

5. 

7. 

10. 
Switzerland

11. 

12. 

14. 

15. 

17. 

-

20. 

Finance team at work

TET
7% EED

8%
MISEREOR

8%

OTHERS
8%

OA
8%

CORDAID
13%

KZE
22%

ICCO
26%
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Founder Member In service
Dominic D’Souza Associate Director In service
D. Seshu Surya Prasanna Kumar In service
P. Shankar Rao Driver In service

In service
Accounts Assistant 2011

L. Mallikharjuna Rao In service
Ch. Ramulamma 2000 In service

2001
In service

B. Srinivas Rao 2002 In service
Manisha Banerjee  In service
R. Madhava Rao 2004 In service
M. Satyanarayana 2005 In service
T. Kantha Rao 2004 In service
B. Kanaka Rao 2007
K. Lavanya Accounts Assistant 2011 In service
Siddharth D’Souza 2007 In service
Ajita Tiwari Padhi 2007 In service

2010
K. Jagadeesh 2010 In service

2010 2011
Riya Datta 2010 2011
P. Bala Jyothi Accounts Assistant 2010 In service

In service
K. Koteswar Rao In service
K. Pushpa Raju 2012
A. Ravi Kumar 2012

In service
A. Padmavathi In service
S. Srinivas  Assistant Ethno-Botanist
B. Chakrababu  2007 In service
P. Anil Kumar 2007
D. Sayanarayana 2007 In service

2011
B. Chellayya In service

In service
In service

J. Ravi Raja 2011 In service
B. Raga Sindhu Data Entry Operator 2011 2012
T. Ravi Kiran 2011 2012
P. Ramesh 2012 In service

In service
2012

I. S. Narayana 2004 2010

S. Annapoorna Finance and Administrative Assistant In service
N. Srinivasa Rao In service
S. Kiran Kumar 
B. Uma Maheshwar Rao 2010
T. Raju  2010 2011
D. Lova Raju 2010 In service

Data Entry Operator 2011 In service
R. Somesh Kumar 2012 In service

R. Prasad In service

P. Trinadha Rao In service
M. Annapurna In service
P. Ram Babu In service
M. Ram Babu 2000 In service

2007 In service
A. Srinivas 2012 In service
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Laya Team - Past and Present (2007 -2012)
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Laya Resource Centre
Near Senora Resorts, Yendada village, close to Sagar Nagar 
Visakhapatnam - 530 045 

Phone: 0981 2548071 | 0981 2735332
Email: layarc@gmail.com | Website: www.laya.org.in
 


